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QUESTION 1

A candidate may apply to multiple jobs at the company Universal Containers by submitting a single application per job
posting, that application cannot be modified to be resubmitted to a different job posting.What can the administrator do to
associate an application with each job posting in the schema for the organization? 

A. Create a lookup relationship on both objects to a junction object called Job Posting Applications. 

B. Create a master-detail relationship in the Job Postings custom object to the Applications custom object. 

C. Create a master-detail relationship in the Application custom object to the Job Postings custom object. 

D. Create a lookup relationship in the Applications custom object to the Job Postings custom object. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the accurate statement about with sharing keyword? choose 2 answers 

A. Inner class do not inherit the sharing setting from the container class 

B. Both inner and outer class can be declared as with sharing 

C. Either inner class or outer classes can be declared as with sharing but not both 

D. Inner class inherit the sharing setting from the container class 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer creates an Apex helper class to handle complex trigger logic. How can the helper class warn users when
the trigger exceeds DML governor limits? 

A. By using PageReference.setRedirect() to redirect the user to a custom Visualforce page before the 

B. By using Messaging.sendEmail() to continue toe transaction and send an alert to the user after the number of DML
statements is exceeded. 

C. By using AmexMessage.Messages() to display an error message after the number of DML statements is exceeded. 

D. By using Limits.getDMLRows() and then displaying an error message before the number of DML statements is
exceeded. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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Potential home buyers working with a real estate company can make offers on multiple properties that are listed with the
real estate company. Offer amounts can be modified; however, the property that has the offer cannot be modified after
the offer is placed. What should be done to associate offers with properties in the schema for the organization? 

A. Create a master-detail relationship in the contact object to both the property and offer custom objects 

B. Create a lookup relationship in the property custom object to the offer custom object 

C. Create a master-detail relationship in the offer custom object to the property custom object D. Create a lookup
relationship in the offer custom object to the property custom object 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The Account object in an organization has a master detail relationship to a child object called Branch. The following
automations exist: 

1.

 Rollup summary fields 

2.

 Custom validation rules 

3.

 Duplicate rules A developer created a trigger on the Account object. What two things should the developer consider
while testing the trigger code? Choose 2 answers 

A. Rollup summary fields can cause the parent record to go through Save. 

B. The trigger may fire multiple times during a transaction. 

C. Duplicate rules are executed once all DML operations commit to the database. 

D. The validation rules will cause the trigger to fire again. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

A developer must troubleshoot to pinpoint the causes of performance issues when a custom page loads in their org.
Which tool should the developer use to troubleshoot? 

A. AppExchange 

B. Salesforce CLI 

C. Visual Studio Core IDE 

D. Developer Console 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A developer migrated functionality from JavaScript Remoting to a Lightning web component and wants to use the
existing getOpportunities() method to provide data. What to do now? 

A. The method must be decorated with (cacheable=true). 

B. The method must be decorated with @AuraEnabied. 

C. The method must return a JSON Object. 

D. The method must return a String of a serialized JSON Array. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers recently transitioned from Classic to Lightning Experience. One of its business processes requires
certain values from the Opportunity object to be sent via an HTTP REST callout to its external order management
system based on a user-initiated action on the Opportunity detail page. Example values are as follows: 

1.

 Name 

2.

 Amount 

3.

 Account 

Which two methods should the developer implement to fulfill the business requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a Visualforce page that performs the HTTP REST callout, and use a Visualforce quick action to expose the
component on the Opportunity detail page. 

B. Create a Process Builder on the Opportunity object that executes an Apex immediate action to perform the HTTP
REST callout whenever the Opportunity is updated. 

C. Create a Lightning component that performs the HTTP REST callout, and use a Lightning Action to expose the
component on the Opportunity detail page. 

D. Create an after update trigger on the Opportunity object that calls a helper method using @Future(Callout=true) to
perform the HTTP REST callout. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 9

A developer wrote a unit test to confirm that a custom exception works properly in a custom controller, but the test failed
due to an exception being thrown. What step should the developer take to resolve the issue and properly test the
exception? 

A. Use Test.isRunningTest() within the customer controller. 

B. Use database methods with all or none set to FALSE. 

C. Use the finally block within the unit test to populate the exception. 

D. Use try/catch within the unit test to catch the exception. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What can a developer use to determine if the core Apex code exceeds any governor limits in a test class during bulk
execution? 

A. Limits, startTest, stopTest 

B. Test.getDmlStatements() 

C. @TestSetup. 

D. @TestVisible 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

The following automations already exist on the Account object; 

1.

 A workflow rule that updates a field when a certain criteria is met 

2.

 A custom validation on a field 

3.

 A How that updates related contact records 

4.

 A developer created a trigger on the Account object. What should the developer consider while testing the trigger
code? 
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A. The flow may be launched multiple times. 

B. Workflow rules will fire only after the trigger has committed all DML operations to the database. 

C. A workflow rule field update will cause the custom validation to run again. 

D. The trigger may fire multiple times during a transaction. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Using the Schema Builder, a developer tries to change the API name of a field that is referenced in an Apex test class.
What is the end result? 

A. The API name is not changed and there are no other impacts. 

B. The API name of the field and the reference in the test class is changed. 

C. The API name of the field is changed, and a warning is issued to update the class. 

D. The API name of the field and the reference in the test class is updated. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

A developer needs to join data received from an integration with an external system with parent records in Salesforce.
The data set does not contain the Salesforce IDs of the parent records, but it does have a foreign key attribute that can
be used to identify the parent. 

Which action will allow the developer to relate records in the data model without knowing the Salesforce ID? 

A. Create and populate a custom field on the parent object marked as Unique. 

B. Create a custom field on the child object of type External Relationship. 

C. Create and populate a custom field on the parent object marked as an External ID. 

D. Create a custom field on the child object of type Foreign Key. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 14

A developer wrote an Apex method to update a list of Contacts and wants to make it available for use by Lightning web
components. Which annotation should the developer add to the Apex method to achieve this? 

A. @AuraEnabled(cacheable-true) 
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B. @AuraEnabled 

C. @RemoteAction 

D. @RemoteAction(cacheable-ture) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Which type of controller should a developer use to include a list of related records for a Custom Object record on a
Visualforce page without needing additional test coverage? 

A. Controller Extension 

B. Custom Controller 

C. Standard Controller 

D. List Controller 

Correct Answer: C 
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